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Abstract

Since the Swedish Democrats established in 1988, debates and discussions have occurred regarding 

the party's ideological foundation and affiliation. This study is based primarily on a qualitative 

textual analysis, an idea- and ideology analysis and ideal types. The study's purpose is to discover 

which of the following political ideas and ideologies; fascism, populism, conservatism and 

socialism are most prominent in the Swedish Democrats election manifesto (2014) respectively 

principle program (2011). At my disposal, the study consists of two research questions; To what 

extent are there general features of socialism, populism, fascism and conservatism in the Swedish 

Democrats principle program respectively election manifesto? Which ideology is more prominent 

in the principle program respectively election manifesto? The theoretical section summarises the 

different ideologies central themes/discussions and view of democratic governance, the nation, the 

economic system respectively international governance. When conducting the analysis, the focus is 

on the Swedish Democrats central themes/discussions and view of democratic governance, the 

nation, the economic system respectively international governance and how the party's views relate 

to the political ideologies and ideas. The conducted analysis reveals features of all four ideologies, 

especially conservatism and populism. 

Keywords Swedish Democrats, qualitative textual analysis, idea- and ideology analysis, 

ideal type, ideology, fascism, conservatism, socialism, populism 
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1 Introduction

During the 1990s, many debates occurred regarding the Swedish Democrats ideological affiliation 

and foundation. During a political debate between the current Swedish party leaders, the prime 

minister Stefan Löfven ended the debate by officially proclaiming the Swedish Democrats a Nazi 

party. After the debate, the prime minister was questioned by journalists regarding his statements 

during the debate. Löfven responded that the Swedish Democrats are originally a Nazi and racist 

party. Among other political party leaders, we find similar opinions and judgements of the Swedish 

Democrats. Anna Kinberg Batra, the party leader of the Moderate Party, argues that the Swedish 

Democrats arose originally from the white-power movement. Jan Björklund, the party leader of the 

Liberals, claims as well that the Swedish Democrats are originally a Nazi party. Björklund argues 

that their political history has affected the Liberals decision about the chances of future cooperation 

with the Swedish Democrats. There appear to be common opinions regarding how the political 

party leaders tend to view the Swedish Democrats ideological affiliation and foundation (Expressen 

2016). During an interview with the Swedish newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, the prime minister argues

that the Swedish Democrats party leader, Jimmie Åkesson, took the decision to enter the party when

the members still wore the swastikas on public meetings (Dagens Nyheter 2016).

The party has tried to build up a good picture of themselves to convince the Swedish 

population to support their political ideas and assumptions. To win the faith and trust of the people, 

they have appeared as an anti-racist and democratic party. In public debates, the party has tried to 

defend themselves by rejecting accusations of being a racist party. Some argue that the Swedish 

Democrats are originally a nationalist, right-wing populist, anti-democratic respectively a racist 

party that was formed out of the fascist movement (Larsson & Ekman 2001:7-8, 24-25, 29). 

Drawing the conclusion that the Swedish Democrats consist of young and angry men that show a 

lack of trust in other parliamentary parties, political officials and institutions (Hagevi 2015:134-

135). Discussions regarding the Swedish Democrats ideological affiliation has put a lot of pressure 

on the party. The party's lack of an ideological basis is visual when the representatives are 

encountered with questions that don't involve their core issues and main discussions. The political 

official and Swedish Democrat, Mattias Karlsson, argues that the party shares closest connections to

social conservatism. The party is related to the traditional right respectively the early social 

democrats, emphasising ideas concerning the preservation of the nuclear family, the nation and the 

Swedish cultural traditions (Ekman & Poohl 2010:275-277). In the Swedish Democrats principle 

program, the party regards themselves as social conservatives with nationalistic views. Regarding 
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their position on the left-right scale, the party abstains from placing themselves neither to the right 

nor to the left. Their ambition includes a combination of both left respectively right-wing ideologies

and ideas (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:11). 

1.1 Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this study involves exploring to what extent the following political ideologies and 

ideas; socialism, fascism, conservatism and populism are the most prominent in the Swedish 

Democrats election manifesto (2014) respectively principle program (2011). At my disposal, the 

two following research questions will be replied:

(1) To what extent are there general features of socialism, populism, fascism and 

conservatism in the Swedish Democrats principle program respectively election manifesto?

(2) Which ideology is more prominent in the principle program respectively election 

manifesto?

2 Methodological Approach

2.1 Qualitative Textual Analysis

There are two different methods available to employ when conducting a study: a quantitative 

analysis respectively a qualitative textual analysis. When examining different texts, writings and 

non-verbal documents, a qualitative textual analysis is the best suitable method to employ. When 

interpreting a text, it's important to understand the relationship between the part and the whole 

before drawing any general conclusions. An accurate reading enables the reader to understand the 

essential parts of a text and discover hidden messages. This study is based primarily on a qualitative

textual analysis because the focus is on understanding the messages and ideas that are presented in 

various texts. Therefore, the quantitative method is not suitable for this particular case study 

because the focus is not on discovering connections between dependent and independent variables. 

In general, quantitative analyses concentrate chiefly on collecting data information to later present 

them in a data matrix (Esaiasson et al. 2012:200, 210-211). The qualitative textual analysis is more 

suitable to employ when examining the Swedish Democrats principle program respectively their 

election manifesto. Besides from analysing the two documents, I will additionally examine various 

books that introduce the four ideologies. 
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2.2 Descriptive Idea and Ideology Analysis

According to Göran Bergström and Kristina Boréus, a qualitative textual analysis consists of eight 

different directions. In this particular study, an idea- and ideology analysis will be employed when 

examining the four ideologies. Are there any traces of fascism, conservatism, populism respectively 

socialism in the principle program and election manifesto? In general, idea- and ideology analyses 

focus chiefly on examining the presence of ideologies and ideas in public debates, party program 

and in investigations (Bergström & Boréus 2012b:24-25). Ideas form the basis of an ideology and 

are described as constructions that determine our conceptions of the reality. An ideology is 

described as a collection of ideas whose main area is chiefly on politics, political governance and 

the society (Bergström & Boréus 2012a:139-140). I have chosen to conduct a descriptive idea 

analysis, which has descriptive and not explanatory ambitions. The explanatory idea analysis is 

excluded because the ambition is not to explain why the Swedish Democrats have a certain 

ideology (Beckman 2005:48-50, 80). Neither is it based on making comparisons between the 

Swedish Democrats and other political parties in the Swedish parliament. The study includes 

interpreting various political ideas and messages, that are presented in the election manifesto and 

the principle program. There are two different approaches: the idea-oriented respectively the actor-

oriented perspective. Firstly, an idea-oriented study focuses chiefly on examining how different 

ideas, arguments and messages have been presented for example in public debates. The actor-

oriented study, on the other hand, study politicians, political parties respectively other public 

authorities messages and statements (Beckman 2005:17-18). An idea-oriented study is not relevant 

for this particular study because the focus is chiefly on ideas and less on which actor expressed the 

ideas. Therefore, an actor-oriented study is best suitable because the focus is on the Swedish 

Democrats and how they present their ideas in their principle program respectively the election 

manifesto.

According to Bergström and Boréus (2012a:156-157), idea analytical studies consist of two 

different approaches: ideal types and dimensions. Firstly, dimensions are applied in communications

studies, when describing one specific party's idea development and when comparing ideologies with

each other. I will not apply dimensions in this study because the focus is not on describing the 

Swedish Democrats idea development nor if they've become more or less conservative, fascist, 

populist or socialist over the years. Secondly, the concept ideal type was first mentioned by the 

German sociologist Max Weber. According to Weber, people should not consider ideal types as 

hypotheses nor as models that describe our reality. Instead, ideal types assist the scientist or student 

in creating hypotheses (Aronovitch 2012:357). According to Beckman (2005:28), an ideal type 
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seeks to capture important aspects and views of an ideology. They describe important aspects of a 

phenomenon that don't exist in reality (Esaiasson et al. 2012:139-140). Idea analytical studies focus 

more on constructing ideal types or dimension to later present them in an analysis scheme 

(Bergström & Boréus 2012a:150-156).

The first step includes collecting information about each political ideology. Before I 

continue, populism cannot be considered as an ideology because it lacks fundamental values that 

the other classic political ideologies possess. Therefore, I regard populism as a political movement 

that arose during immense times, characterised by economic and social difficulties (Hallengren 

2007:11; Rydgren 2005:21, 25). The reason I selected these ideologies are because I want to study 

which ideology the Swedish Democrats share the closest bond with. The party has on several 

occasions, both rejected and accepted to be related to these ideologies. For example, when the party 

first established during the early 1990s, they were portrayed and related to various Nazi and fascist 

movements. These accusations of the party consisting of fascists have resulted in the party getting a 

stamp that still remains today, which they strongly deny. Therefore, it's interesting to study whether 

we can find traces of fascism in their principle program and election manifesto. Which ideas that 

the party advocates and fully supports make them a socialist, conservative, populist respectively a 

fascist party? The second step includes constructing the ideal types. In the theoretical section, I will 

present the four ideologies and their central themes and view of democratic governance, the nation, 

the economic system and international governance. The different views and values will be 

summarised and presented in table 1.1. I chose to create a table because it gives the reader an 

overview of the different views the political ideologies share. After constructing the ideal types, the 

third step includes analysing the material. When analysing the two political documents, I will focus 

mainly on the party's central themes and their view of the nation, democratic governance, the 

economic system and international governance. By employing this strategy, I'll be able to discover 

features of the ideologies in the political documents and eventually achieve this study's purpose.

2.3 Empirical Material

In this descriptive idea and ideology analysis, I have chosen to study two political writings 

published by the Swedish Democrats: the principle program (2011) and the election manifesto 

(2014). These primary sources are reliable when gathering information about the party's political 

ideas. The principle program and election manifesto are available on the Swedish Democrats 

official website. The election manifesto consists of ideas and primary goals a party advocates and 

desires to implement in the future. The election manifesto is a readable political document that 
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political parties possess. The principle program resembles a party program, which consists of 

various political ideas that a specific party advocates and shares publicly. Such as the party's 

ideological affiliation, social issues, political interests and solutions are all presented in a principle 

program (Sverigedemokraterna 2011). 

According to Esaiasson et al. (2012:279, 282), there are four source critical rules to follow 

when estimating the credibility of the sources; authenticity, independence, simultaneity and 

tendency. These four rules are useful when judging whether the material is truthful. A fundamental 

demand when conducting a study is to employ authentic material. In this study, I have been cautious

when selecting relevant material to use. Websites that have unknown publishers and no releasing 

date have therefore been avoided. Just as many other authors and scientists would do, I have 

double-checked the different writings and texts before applying them. By double-checking, I prefer 

to verify who the author is and if the text is scientifically provable. In this study, both primary- and 

secondary sources will be employed because they are necessary to complete the study. When 

conducting the analysis, the focus will be on two primary sources published by the Swedish 

Democrats. Some argue that primary sources are more reliable than secondary sources. A large part 

of the content in this study will be based on primary sources but also on secondary sources 

(Esaiasson et al. 2012:283-285). 

The theoretical section consists of many writings, some that are more prominent. The first 

book, ''Political Ideologies'', was published by the author Andrew Heywood. The second book, 

''Politiska ideologier i vår tid'', is written by the Docent Reidar Larsson. The third book, 

''Sverigedemokraternas svarta bok'', is an anthology and consists of several chapters written by 

various authors. I have also employed chapters and books written by Anna- Lena Lodenius. Some 

of the books are ''Högerpopulismen'', ''Vi säger vad du tänker'' and ''Slaget om svenskhet''. These 

books have one thing in common, which is to present both classic and contemporary ideologies. 

The remaining sources are all listed at the bottom and are available to find in city libraries and 

primarily in the Linnaeus University's library and databases.

2.4 Reliability and Validity

Regardless of which method the scientist or student decide to apply, both validity and reliability 

problems are likely to appear. According to Esaiasson et al. (2012:56-57), validity is defined in 

three different ways. Firstly, is there an agreement between the theoretical definition and the 

operational indicator? Secondly, are there any systematic errors? Thirdly, do we measure what we 
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intend to measure? To attain good validity, these three aspects are necessary to fulfil in order to 

make reliable conclusions. Reliability, on the other hand, describes the importance of replication. 

It's important that other scientists draw similar or same conclusions when conducting the same 

study (Sanders 2010:34). In this chapter, there will be a discussion whether there appear validity 

and reliability problems when employing an idea- and ideology analysis as a method. Firstly, when 

examining a text, the probability is higher that interpretations are inaccurate. Analysing a text 

entails difficulties when understanding the meaning of the sentences (Esaiasson 2012:221). 

Hermeneutics is about how we interpret experiences, contents in texts, actions and symbols (Wallén

1996:33). In this particular study, the focus is mainly on interpretations of different texts and not on 

symbols and experiences. Reliability problems are likely to appear if the latent and manifest 

messages in a text are misinterpreted. To understand a specific writing isn't only about 

understanding the legible sentence, it's also about understanding the underlying message as well 

(Esaiasson 2012:221).

To construct ideal types are both time consuming and complex. To ensure the 

intersubjectivity, it's necessary that the ideal types are correctly constructed so other scientists can 

conduct the same study and receive similar conclusions. Just like a qualitative textual analysis, 

ideology- and idea analytical studies are all about correct interpretations. When applying ideal 

types, the chances are higher that the scientist or the essay writer flows away by concentrating on 

irrelevant information that's outside the analytical framework (Bergström & Boréus 2012a:169-170,

172). In this study, I've been extra cautious when constructing the ideal types. I've constructed the 

ideal types in a comprehensible and understandable way. This study's validity respectively 

reliability are high because I am measuring what I intend to measure and when other scientists 

conduct the same study, they'll receive similar or same conclusions.

2.5 Demarcation

Demarcations clarify and describe in detail what the study focuses chiefly on, so the reader clearly 

can identify what's relevant for the study. The reason I excluded other political documents from 

being analysed is because this study cannot analyse everything the party publishes on their website 

and announces in public debates. On the Swedish Democrats official website, there are other 

political documents available to read online. Documents such as their budget motion, municipality- 

and county policies, thirteen different policy areas and reports. It's apparent that the study's 

credibility is higher if the scientist employs more material when conducting a study. At the same 

time, it's important to set a bar to maintain a red thread and to not lose focus. For example, the 
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Swedish Democrats have thirteen different policy areas available to read online on their website. 

The ideas that are presented in these documents are also found in the Swedish Democrats principle 

program and election manifesto. 

The selected ideologies will be compared with each other in order to find differences and 

similarities between them. The reason I chose to study the Swedish Democrats ideological 

affiliation is because controversies have appeared in media and between politicians regarding their 

ideological foundation. The reason I chose to apply these particular ideologies in this study, is 

because the Swedish Democrats are and have been related to them. Ever since the party was 

formed, they have been accused of sharing ideas and connections to Nazism, right-wing populism 

and fascism, which the party abstains from being associated to. Therefore, it's interesting to conduct

a study that focuses on whether the Swedish Democrats share similar ideas to the ideologies. 

Selecting which material to study, determines which ideologies are the most relevant to employ. 

Therefore, ideologies such as liberalism, religious fundamentalism, feminism and anarchism are 

excluded from this study because I perceive them as irrelevant to employ. Difficulties appear when 

employing ideologies that differentiate from the material. I choose to exclude feminism because the 

Swedish Democrats don't discuss gender and patriarchy as their main topics in their principle 

program and election manifesto. The focus is on the four ideologies and not different directions 

within the ideologies such as social conservatism, neo-fascism, etc. The reason I chose to exclude 

the different ideological directions is because this study is limited in terms of both time and content.

3 Theoretical Approach

3.1 Previous Research and Studies

Several studies have been conducted by various scientists to reveal the Swedish Democrats real 

ideology. In the book ''Ut ur skuggan'', the writers Mikael Ekman and Daniel Poohl claim that the 

Swedish Democrats lack an ideological basis and is instead described as a single-issue party. The 

authors argue that the party originated from national movements, which in turn, promoted ideas 

comparable to national socialism and fascism. Over the years, the party has approached other 

political issues that don't involve chiefly the immigration policy. Just like conservatives, the party 

strongly advocates the preservation of the nuclear family, the common culture and identity (Ekman 

& Poohl 2010:277, 289, 296-297). Anna-Lena Lodenius, another author, argues that the party 

supports ideas similar to the ideas right-wing parties advocate but should also be regarded as a 

conservative party. Just like conservatives, the party strongly advocates the preservation of the 
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church, the nuclear family, the nation, common traditions and values (Lodenius 2009:32-33).

In a scientific journal published by Anders Hellström and Tom Nilsson, their study is based 

on discovering the Swedish Democrats ideological position, by comparing the party's self-images 

with counter-images. The Swedish Democrats regard themselves as the real social democrats, 

inspired by Per-Albin Hansson's metaphor, the ''people's home''. The party argues that the 

contemporary social democrats have lost their ideological connections by mistreating the interests 

of the working class and ordinary people. The concept the people's home was first mentioned by 

Hansson to describe the modern Sweden's development. Hansson introduced a vision of a national 

and democratic Sweden. The party has now employed the concept to describe Sweden as a 

homogeneous country for the true ethnic Swedes. Hellström and Nilsson claim that the party has 

tried to paint up a vision of themselves as the early social democrats. After conducting the study, the

authors of the journal argue that there tend to be common opinions among the SD-antagonists. The 

Swedish Democrats discussions revolve around assumptions that the multicultural society is a 

threat, xenophobic opinions and an unsuccessful integration process. In reality, the counter images 

indicate that the party is originally a conservative, right-wing and authoritarian party whose 

interests include mainly gaining electoral support (Hellström & Nilsson 2010:55, 62, 68-69). 

Henrik Arnstad argues firmly that the Swedish Democrats share closest bonds with the 

fascist ideology. Arnstad conducted an ideology analysis to discover whether the Swedish 

Democrats still share similar bonds to the fascist ideology in present time. He argues that when the 

party was formed in 1988, it consisted of members from previous fascist and Nazi movements and 

organisations. Arnstad claims that back in the old days, the party shared strong ties to fascism, that 

still remains today within the party. After examining their principle program, Arnstad draws the 

conclusion that you can find traces of ultranationalism in the political document. The party's 

discussions about the nation's rebirth is also a subject fascists advocate strongly. Today, it's unusual 

to read newspapers or listen to debates where scientists, debaters and political officials draw the 

conclusion that the party consists of fascists. Instead, it's more common that the Swedish Democrats

are perceived as populists rather than fascists. Arnstad argues that the Swedish Democrats should 

not be regarded as a populist party. The only part that binds the Swedish Democrats to the populist 

ideology is racism. They make clear distinctions of who's regarded as part of the Swedish ethnic 

population and who's not (Arnstad 2014:117-137).

Anna-Lena Lodenius is known for conducting studies concerning the Swedish Democrats 

idea development and how the party has changed through the years. Lodenius (2009:14), argues that

the Swedish Democrats established when a group of men from different Nazi and fascist 
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movements gathered one day and decided to establish a new party. In the book ''Slaget om 

Svenskhet'', Lodenius draws the conclusion that the Swedish Democrats are a xenophobic right-

wing populist party. The party has during a long period of time portrayed themselves as a group of 

traditional social democrats. In reality, the party has on numerous occasions disregarded and 

infringed minorities such as homosexuals and immigrants their civil and political rights. In several 

European countries, certain political parties are included in the party family consisting of several 

right-wing populist, xenophobic and nationalist parties such as the Progress Party in Norway, the 

Danish People's Party in Denmark, the National Front in France etc. Parties that share similar 

political backgrounds and ideas as the Swedish Democrats (Lodenius & Wingborg 2009:9, 116). In 

the anthology ''Högerpopulismen'', Lodenius argues that the political ideas the Swedish Democrats 

pursue, strongly connect them to populism. Firstly, their arguments revolve around the gap between 

political elites and the homogeneous people. They take for granted that the homogeneous group has 

one common will, which the political elites disregard. Secondly, Lodenius argues that the party 

blames the representative democratic government for creating the gap between the people and the 

political elites. Just like the Swedish Democrats, populist parties advocate direct democracy where 

the people share the main power. Thirdly, the Swedish Democrats are also known for excluding 

ethnic minorities from the Swedish population. Among the excluded minorities, we find Muslim 

immigrants, which they perceive as parted from the Swedish nation. To exclude other ethnic 

minorities from the majority is also common among populist parties (Lodenius 2009:36-37). 

3.2 Political Ideas and Classic Ideologies 

3.2.1 Populism

According to some scientists, drastic changes, political and ideological turbulences, social conflicts 

and instabilities are some plausible factors that explain the rise of populism (Rydgren 2005:21; Betz

1994:1). According to Lodenius (2015:19), in general, populist parties and organisations have 

originated from either fascist or Nazi movements and are regarded as anti-democratic. Firstly, 

populists are famously known for advocating direct democracy and for rejecting the representative 

democracy. These parties consist of dissatisfied members that distrust political institutions, political 

parties, the mass media and political elites. The representative democracy together with other 

political elites are perceived as corrupt and unreliable. Populists argue that political officials are 

driven by their own interests rather than the people's interests. They believe that political elites 

disregard the interests of their own ethnic people by emphasising and implementing the interests of 
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immigrants, feminists, homosexual associations and other ethnic minorities (Rydgren 2005:11-12). 

Populists are not regarded as opponents of democracy, instead, they reject the representative 

democratic system because it's impossible for representatives to implement their promises (Panizza 

2005:30). The representative democracy makes it possible for the corrupt leaders to take decisions 

without the consent of the people. Therefore, they advocate direct democracy with referendums 

because people are able to influence the political decision-making and agenda. Some argue that 

populist parties tend to adjust their political issues and change their opinions just to increase their 

voter's support (Hallengren 2007:17-18). 

Secondly, populist organisations and parties portray themselves as the people's primary 

spokespersons. Many right-wing populist parties are famously known for highlighting the interests 

of the ethnic majority group and for excluding other minorities. Who is qualified and included in 

the concept ''the people'', varies and depends chiefly on which populist party we decide to examine 

(Rydgren 2005:13). Their vision of the mother country consists of one homogeneous and national 

group, which political elites have taken advantage of. They argue that political elites have turned 

their back on the hard working ethnic majority. The societal problems and economic difficulties that

have negatively influenced the country is due to the immigrants respectively political elites and 

their tenacious decisions (Hallengren 2007:12, 16, 20).

Thirdly, populist movements and parties are known for expressing xenophobic opinions. 

Xenophobia is described as the fear and rejection of foreign cultures and values (Heywood 

2012:170). To maintain peace and stability, the nation should consist of an ethnic and homogeneous 

population that share a common language, culture, origin and religion. Despite their xenophobic 

opinions, a majority of populist parties accept other nearby nations that share similar culture, 

traditions and values. Ethnic minorities that share other uncommon values and exercise other 

religious rituals are perceived as big threats to the nation. If the nation is experiencing social and 

economic difficulties, populist parties normally put their blame on the immigrants. They share a 

pessimistic view of immigrants, accusing them of being unemployed welfare recipients taking 

advantage of the welfare system and the taxpayer's money (Hallengren 2007:12-16). The society 

consists of two different economic groups. The hard-working population who works and contributes

something to their country and those who takes advantage of the hard-working population. Populists

portray welfare recipients as the ones taking advantage of others (Ljunggren 2002:86). Therefore, 

populists strongly advocate the welfare chauvinistic view which means that ethnic minorities should

not enjoy the same welfare rights as the ethnic majority (Myles & St-Arnaud 2006:347). 

Today it's unclear to specify which economic system populist parties advocate and prefer the
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most. According to Rydgren (2005:14), populist parties believe that economic inequalities are 

caused by political institutions. In general, the populist economic politics reject large-scale 

production and internationalisation of the economy. Instead, they emphasise an economic system 

based on family capitalism and small-scale production. A majority of radical right-wing groups 

advocate the neo-liberal view on economics and tax cuts. Through the years, these movements have

changed their views of the economic system by becoming more protectionist, at the same time, they

still reject globalisation (Rydgren 2013:4). How populists view the economic system depends 

chiefly on where they are placed on the left-right scale. Right-wing populist parties share a more 

positive view of the free market than left-wing populists. Right-wing populist parties advocate a 

free market economy, without the state's interference and regulation over the economic system. 

While left-wing populist parties prefer a regulated market economy (Integrationsverket 2006:17-

19).

Some argue that populist parties tend to oppose supranational governments because they 

threaten chiefly the national sovereignty. In general, these parties are considered as Euro-sceptics. 

The probability is higher that voters who oppose the European Union tend to vote for populist 

parties (Pauwels 2014:66). The contemporary era is described as a time of globalisation, where a 

new global culture and economy is taking shape and expanding. The rise of the European Union has

resulted in national borders disappearing and nations losing their self-determination. The 

supranational governance not only threatens and constrains the national sovereignty but also 

movements, national governments and unions their power (Bengtsson 2009:48; Pettersson 

2009:61). 

3.2.2 Fascism

Fascism originated during an era of immense immigration, intense globalisation and where 

capitalism started to dramatically change the Western societies by destroying cultural norms and 

traditional communities (Berman 2016:39-40). Some claim that fascism shouldn't be regarded as an 

ideology because it's better described as a political movement. The fascist movement occurred as an

opposition against the Western political ideas and values. Values such as equality, freedom and 

rationalism were rejected and replaced with concepts such as leadership, power and heroism. 

Fascism is also known for strongly opposing other ideologies and systems such as liberalism, 

communism, capitalism, conservatism etc. There are two different distinctive traditions; the Italian 

fascism emphasises loyalty towards the strong totalitarian state. While, the German fascism/Nazism

advocates racial theories such as Aryanism and anti-Semitism (Heywood 2012:199, 202). 
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Fascism consists of core themes that together constitute the ideology; anti-rationalism, struggle, 

socialism, ultranationalism and leadership. Firstly, fascists reject rationalism, natural goodness and 

the universal reason. They argue that individuals are driven by impulses and emotions rather than 

by the human rational mind. Secondly, the term struggle is used by fascists to describe the world 

where humans constantly compete with each other. They believe that conflicts and competitions are 

the main factors that entail human progress and prosperity. Competitions make clear distinctions of 

who are the strong respectively the weak. In order to survive you have to fight and eventually win. 

The way individual struggle to survive and become superior isn't any different from the way species

fight in the wild to survive. Thirdly, some argue that there are certain similarities between socialism 

and fascism. Just like socialists, they place collectivism before individualism and oppose the 

capitalist values and ideas. Fourthly, fascists believe that on an international level, nations are not 

equal entities. Nations are driven by the will to achieve dominance and power over others, 

therefore, there's a constant rivalry and competition between nations (Heywood 2012:175, 202-

210). 

Ultranationalism is a concept used by fascists and refers to the nation's rebirth. Fascists 

claim that the nation's reincarnation will resemble a better historical time that went lost (Arnstad 

2014:122-124). According to Larsson (2006:106), the nation and its people are the most important 

units. Fascists emphasise a unified society that consists of people with the same race. Fifthly, 

fascists strongly reject the idea of equality because human beings are perceived as indifferent in 

terms of attributes and abilities. They emphasise a hierarchical society, where the strongest leader is 

at the top and the weak people at the bottom. The leader is a gifted individual that possesses 

wisdom about the will of the people and the future of the nation (Heywood 2012:175, 206-207).

According to Lodenius (2015:34-35), fascist states are famously known for their anti-

democratic and nationalist parties. The power is centralised and exercised by one leader or a certain 

party. Opposition parties aren't allowed to influence the political agenda and the citizen's 

fundamental rights are violated. Fascists are described as an anti-democratic movement that 

strongly rejects democratic ideas and values. They dismiss the idea that the people have the ability 

to lead the country (Larsson 2006:102, 105). Instead, fascists accept a totalitarian democratic 

governance, meaning that the power is centralised to one particular leader. They argue that elections

and other representative parties are corrupted. Believing strongly that the dictator has the ability and

ideological knowledge to decide what's best for the nation and its people. The leader possesses a 

charismatic and unique character that shouldn't be questioned (Heywood 2012:41, 206-207). 
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Corporatism is an economic model that fascist movements and parties strongly advocate. The 

economic model is known for opposing the free market because it contributes to further class 

divisions. To achieve social stability and harmony, fascists recommend that labours and businesses 

are united as one. If this happens, there will not occur any conflicts between social classes. They 

will strive to achieve common interests, which is to achieve what's best for the nation. The free 

market entails further social divisions and provides certain individuals with huge economic profits 

(Heywood 2012:212-213). Corporatism desires to end conflicts between social classes by making 

organisations and trade unions common for both the workers and the employers (Larsson 

2006:108).  

3.2.3 Conservatism

The ideology is famously known for the desire to conserve and less acceptable to social changes 

(Heywood 2012:65). Conservatism raises awareness of the serious consequences radical social 

changes may cause to the current social order (Ljunggren 2002:16). Conservatives are famously 

known for emphasising old times as the good times. The old times are described as an era of good 

governance, correct ideology and conventional values (Farmer 2006:44-45). Except from rejecting 

and fearing social changes, there are five other important aspects and central beliefs that together 

describe the conservative ideology. Firstly, conservatives argue that customs and traditions are 

exceedingly important for the individual identity and the society. Traditions consist of practices and 

values that have been passed down to new generations by past generations. Traditions bind people 

within a national group together and provide them with a sense of belongingness and rootedness. 

The national affiliation binds people together and generates social cohesion (Heywood 2012:65-70).

The most important unit within the conservative ideology is the nation (Larsson 2006:48). 

They argue that the nation consists of a common ethnic population that share the same history and 

collective identity (Heywood 2012:175). The nation consists of individuals that together form a 

community. The nation gives the individual a sense of belongingness and a place to call home 

(Olsson 2011:123, 128-129). Their love and attachment for the nation also characterises patriotism. 

Some would draw the conclusion that patriotism and xenophobia are simply related. Conservatives 

firmly reject the idea of being considered as racists even if they don't fully support multiculturalism.

They would simply argue that in order to maintain social cohesion, immigrants need to assimilate 

and integrate into the new national culture (Harrison & Boyd 2003:181,179). 
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Secondly, conservatives argue that humans are imperfect in terms of judgement and intelligence 

(Larsson 2006:47). Human beings are perceived as security-seeking, limited and self-seeking 

creatures which depend on the social order. A stable social order is necessary in an uncertain world 

because it provides human beings with a feeling of stability and security. Liberty is therefore 

rejected by conservatives because it generates uncertainty and changes. Thirdly, they describe 

human beings as dependent of the society, social groups and the nation. The social group consists of

friends, family and other important persons that give the individual life a meaning and a sense of 

security. What binds a society together is common morality, authorities and traditions. The 

individual is a part of the society and cannot be separated from it. Fourthly, conservatives believe 

that the society consists of hierarchies. Authorities are necessary because they guide the individual 

and provide them with support and security. Fifthly, to own a property gives the individual a sense 

of protection, assurance and confidence. To own a property is beneficial because the individual 

learns to respect the properties of others. Conservatives argue that the property ownerships promote 

social order and respect towards authorities and the legal system (Heywood 2012:70-78). 

Many conservative parties oppose the international governance because the supranational 

decision-making threatens the sovereign state's self-determination (Larsson 2006:48). The 

contemporary era is characterised by internationalism which conservatives fear. They argue that 

international institutions such as the European Union have the power to constrain the sovereign 

state's decision-making (Leach 2015:64). The conservative nationalism opposes supranationalism 

and immigration because they are perceived as big threats towards the national identity. They 

believe that immigration contributes to cultural divisions, which in turn, results in further conflicts 

and instabilities. International organisations such as the European Union poses a threat towards the 

national and cultural bonds (Heywood 2012:185-189). It's necessary to maintain the national 

independence and a powerful military force. In order for the nation to survive, conservatives argue 

that every nation needs a military defence. They emphasise a strong judiciary system and military 

defence (Larsson 2006:48). The people need a strong state that sets the rules and laws for the 

people. A weak state increases criminality and violence between people (Hedengren 2004:35).

During the 19th century, conservatives strongly opposed democratic governance. This has 

gradually changed over the years. After the WWII, conservatives accepted democracy as a central 

value. The 20th century became the era when conservatives strived to maintain their central values 

within the democratic state (Larsson 2006:50-51). Over the years, conservatives have learned to 

accept the liberal-democratic governance on two conditions, that traditional institutions and 

property rights maintain and aren't violated (Heywood 2012:78). Today, conservative parties 
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strongly emphasise democracy, but at the same time, they fight to keep traditional values alive 

(Hedengren 2004:99).

Some argue that conservatives view of the economic system have been influenced by liberal 

ideas such as economic liberalism. Despite that conservatives have adopted some of the liberal 

ideas, it doesn't make them liberals. They emphasise economic individualism and a government that

has limited influence on the economics (Heywood 2012:84-85). Contemporary conservatives argue 

that private companies should develop freely on the market without the state's interference. The 

society's development depends chiefly on the free competition between individuals and companies. 

Friedrich Von Hayek believed that the state's interference in the economy causes mainly oppression.

Hayek believed that companies respectively individuals should decide which economic decisions to 

apply on the market. Despite that conservatives strongly advocate the free competition, they do also

fear instabilities, believing that an unregulated market economy increases the economic differences,

which in turn, causes disputes between various social groups living within the state. Conservatives 

emphasise chiefly a regulated market economy while neo-conservatives have accepted the liberal 

perspective (Hedengren 2004:40-41, 101).

3.2.4 Socialism

The community, cooperation, equality, class politics and common ownership together characterise 

the socialist ideology. Firstly, the community consists of human beings that together solve economic

and social obstacles. Human beings operate as a collective unity which together has the ability to 

pursue common interests and goals. The individual is described as a collective and social creature 

which cannot be separated from the society. Secondly, human beings seek to cooperate with other 

individuals in order for them to achieve mutual interests and goals. Thirdly, socialists believe in a 

society where social equality is the primary value and goal to achieve. From a biological 

perspective, they do not believe that people are born possessing the same identical skills and 

capacities. They emphasise equality in terms of justice and material circumstances. Every individual

has the right of being treated equally by the society and before the law. Socialists argue that people 

are more respectful towards one another if they together are equally treated by the society. A society

that is characterised by high social inequalities tends to be unstable and conflictual. Fourthly, social 

classes and divisions are the main causes for socialism to even occur. The ideology formed itself 

because of the economic and social divisions. Socialism became the new voice and inspiration for 

the oppressed working class. They believe in a society where inequalities are reduced and where the
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class society no longer exists. Fifthly, socialists emphasise the importance of common ownership. 

The property is perceived as unjust and results in, some having more than others. The wealth and 

hard work are mainly produced by the society as a unity and should not be owned by private 

individuals. Socialists are perceived as anti-materialist, that emphasise the collective ownership 

before the individual ownership (Heywood 2012:100-107).

Democratic governance is one primary goal socialists strive to achieve and maintain. Some 

argue that individuals that oppose democracy cannot call themselves socialists (Wingborg 2001:97).

The early socialists advocated a radical democratic governance and simply rejected the liberal 

democratic system. Today, socialists have accepted the liberal democratic governance (Heywood 

2012:41). The early socialists directed criticism against the liberal democratic system because it 

mainly favoured capitalists (Hedengren 2004:99). The liberal democracy emphasises the 

representative governance, where the people select the representatives, that in turn, represent the 

public interests (Harrison & Boyd 2003:206). A representative democratic governance, 

parliamentary system, public suffrage, free formations of parties have long been emphasised by 

revisionist socialists (Larsson 2006:87-88). 

The Marxist ideology is famously known for advocating full social equality, common 

ownership and a planned economic system (Heywood 2012:108). There are divided opinions 

regarding which economic system socialists advocate the most. The capitalist economic system and 

private ownership are strongly rejected by Marxists. To achieve full social equality, the people need 

a state that interferes with the economic system and bans private ownerships. To achieve social 

equality, the state needs to prohibit the private ownership, regulate the economy and own private 

companies. The Marxist economic politics differ a lot from the social democratic view of the 

economy. Social democrats accept a regulated capitalist system and a market economy where 

private companies are allowed to compete with each other. It's still possible for the state to influence

and regulate the economy through common laws and taxes. Social democrats share a view of the 

economic system that's firmly a mixed economy. High prosperity comes with the market economic 

system, which in turn, must be regulated through taxes and common laws (Hedengren 2004:61-62, 

101). 

Socialists view of the nation distinguish remarkably from other classic ideologies such as 

conservatism respectively fascism. According to Heywood, ''Socialists tend to view the nation as an

artificial division of humankind whose purpose is to disguise social injustice and prop up the 

established order […]'' (Heywood 2012:175). Socialism is regarded as an international movement 

that chiefly advocates values such as solidarity, freedom and equality for all humans regardless of 
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which national unity they belong to (Bjereld et al. 2005:7). Humans share the same and equal 

universal rights regardless of national boundaries. There is no such thing as race, instead socialists 

view humanity as one unified race. They perceive nationalism as the main cause of evil actions, 

violence and unnecessary wars. Therefore, internationalism is strongly advocated by socialists 

because it's the only way to achieve global peace and worldwide equality for all humans (Goodwin 

2014:115-116). Socialists share an optimistic view of international cooperation. For example, the 

European Union enables member states to implement their political ideas on an international level. 

The European Union has opened up new roads to supranational community building and 

international socialism. Instead of only implementing ideas within the state, international 

cooperations enable member states to influence and share their ideas on the international arena 

(Larsson 2006:86, 92).
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Table 1.1 Ideological Overview

Central
themes and
discussions

The view of
democratic
governance

The view of
the nation

The view of the
economic

system

The view of
international
governance

Populism

Anti-elitism, 
anti-
establishment, 
immigration & 
the national 
identity

Disapprove the 
representative 
democracy by 
strongly 
emphasising 
direct democracy 
and referendums

The nation 
consists of one 
homogeneous 
and ethnic 
population that
share common 
language, 
culture, 
identity etc.

Right- wing 
populist parties 
advocate a free 
market economy 
while left-wing 
populists 
emphasise a 
regulated market 
economy

Supranational 
governance 
threatens the 
national 
sovereignty

Fascism

Struggle, anti-
rationalism, 
elitism, 
ultranationalism
& socialism

Totalitarian 
democracy with 
absolute 
dictatorship

The nation 
consists of one 
common racial 
group

Advocate 
corporatism as the
primary economic
model 

Constant 
competition 
between 
nations over 
power

Conservatism

Tradition, 
organic society, 
authority, 
hierarchy, 
property & 
human 
imperfection

Accept the liberal
democratic 
governance and 
representation

The ethnic 
population 
share a 
common 
collective 
identity, 
traditions and 
history

Emphasise a 
regulated market 
economy

International 
unions threaten
the sovereign 
state

Socialism

Cooperation, 
community, 
class politics, 
common 
ownership & 
equality

Accept a liberal 
democratic 
governance and 
representation

Nationalism 
causes 
evilness, 
unnecessary 
conflicts and 
wars. Socialists
view humanity 
as one unified 
race

Marxists advocate
a planned 
economic system 
while social 
democrats 
emphasise a 
regulated market 
economy and 
mixed economic 
system

Advocate 
strongly 
international 
cooperation 
because it 
contributes to 
stability and 
peace on earth

* Table 1.1 summarises four different ideological perspectives and their central discussions and view of 
democratic governance, the nation, the economic system and international governance.
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4 Analysis – The Swedish Democrats 

4.1 Central Themes and Discussions

In the Swedish Democrats principle program and election manifesto, they regard immigration as an 

important political issue. Among populist parties, the immigration policy is also an important 

political subject that should be taken seriously. Blaming political representatives for taking 

advantage of the population by allowing radical changes to emerge and for implementing the 

interests of ethnic minorities. Populists claim that the nation's stability and well-being depend on the

ethnic homogeneous population's coherence. Allowing the multicultural society to develop, is 

burdensome for the society and endangers the nation's durability. To obtain membership, populists 

demand immigrants to abandon their former religious conceptions, cultural customs and completely

assimilate into the new national culture and its traditions (Hallengren 2007:14-15; Rydgren 

2005:12). Among conservatives, the assimilation process is necessary to complete in order to 

assimilate into the new society (Goodwin 2014:177). These aspects that conservatives and populists

advocate reminds strongly of the party's view of immigration and assimilation. The party argues 

that to be considered as part of the Swedish nation, it's necessary that foreign-born and native-born 

citizens accept the Swedish cultural norms and values (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:15). 

In the election manifesto, the party argues that Sweden puts the immigrant's demands first 

before the nation's own needs. The irresponsible immigration policy has resulted in an increasing 

number of immigrants fleeing to Sweden, which has become a burden rather than a benefit to the 

Swedish society. The party demands a responsible immigration policy, that makes it harder for 

immigrants to receive permanent residence permits in Sweden. They share several suggestions to 

make Sweden a better country to live in. Sweden needs to constrain the number of immigrants 

coming, to a level the Swedish society can manage the flows. The government needs a new 

assimilation strategy that demands immigrants to fully adjust to the Swedish nation and not vice 

verse (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:7). In the principle program, the party argues that Sweden has 

encountered several immigration waves. Believing that the mass immigration to Sweden threatens 

the national identity, the internal security, the welfare system, increases segregation and creates new

economic respectively social difficulties. The party opposes a multicultural society because it 

contributes to further segregation, insecurities and decreased levels of welfare to the nation 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:21-23).
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The party argues that the assimilation respectively integration processes are complex and 

problematic. To feel as part of the Swedish nation can take decades before the assimilation process 

is fully completed. The integration process takes longer time if the foreign-born citizen shares 

another national identity respectively cultural background that differentiates from the Swedish one. 

The party discusses that in Sweden, certain minorities such as the Sami and Finnish-Swedish 

communities should be excluded from the assimilation process. Accepting that these minorities 

should be given the right to develop and maintain their cultural autonomy, as long as they accept 

democratic principles and fundamental human rights (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:14). Common 

among populists is to accept other nations that share similar traditions, values and cultures 

(Hallengren 2007:15). Still, there are certain cultures and religions that cannot coexist with the 

Swedish and Western cultures. When the party discusses the national identity, religion is also 

included in the conversation. Islam is perceived as an internal threat to the Swedish nation because 

the religious conceptions largely differentiate from the Swedish culture and religion. The party 

demands Sweden to strongly constrain the number of immigrants coming to Sweden from various 

Muslim countries. Claiming that Sweden has been a Christian country for more than one thousand 

years. Christianity had a substantial role in forming the Swedish culture, history respectively the 

national identity (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 27).

Among conservatives, the culture protects and maintains the political entity and social 

coherence. What binds a society together are common values, traditions and cultures. Traditions 

consist of common beliefs and values that reconcile people and give them a sense of national 

belongingness. It's important to conserve the common traditions and prevent drastic changes from 

occurring because they create instability and insecurity (Heywood 2012:70. 318; Harrison & Boyd 

2003:182). Just as conservatives, the preservation of the national culture and traditions constitute 

the second subject the Swedish Democrats discuss intensively in their principle program. The 

common language, customs, the common way of living, institutions, art, religion, values and 

societal norms are some aspects that together characterise a culture, passed down from earlier 

generations. The party acknowledges that the national culture isn't invariable because slow changes 

might occur, that in turn, changes the national culture. It's necessary to preserve common traditions, 

norms, ceremonies and customs because they together constitute the foundation of a well-

functioning society (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:19). In the election manifesto, the party strives to 

maintain the common Swedish culture, coherence and solidarity by supporting various 

organisations, associations and agencies that work to strengthen and conserve the Swedish cultural 

heritage (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:18). 
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The third subject the Swedish Democrats highlight in their principle program and election 

manifesto is the necessity of a military defence and a strong security system. To have a strong 

military and judiciary system is also something conservatives strongly advocate. To maintain 

peaceful coexistence, it's necessary to have enacted laws that constrain the individual freedom of 

action. The state's obligation includes ensuring the people law and order, which in turn, should 

protect the national cultural development, maintain harmony and conserve the traditions that have 

been passed down from earlier generations (Hedengren 2004:35-36). To protect and assure the 

nation's survival, it's necessary to have a military defence system that protects and guarantees the 

preservation of the national sovereignty, freedom, democracy and the Swedish culture. Just as 

conservatives, the party believes that the state's duty includes protecting the nation from threats, 

ensure law and order respectively preserve the national history and culture (Sverigedemokraterna 

2011:4, 17, 38-29).

4.2 View of Democratic Governance
When the party established in 1988, they describe themselves as a democratic movement, motivated

to preserve the common national identity and the peaceful democratic development. Today, their 

main goals include achieving an equal and democratic society where the rule of law applies to 

everyone respectively recreating a new ''folkhem'' or the people's home, characterised by prosperity,

internal security, solidarity and democracy (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:4). The concept, the people's

home, was first mentioned by the socialist Per Albin Hansson, who emphasised an equal society, 

including all individuals (Lodenius 2009:33; Arnstad 2014:134). The concept is according to the 

party a social conservative idea, which emphasises coherence, social and economic security 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:4, 11, 34). The nation's reincarnation is an idea that fascist 

ultranationalists emphasise. Ultranationalism is based on the conviction that the nation's rebirth will

protect the nation from crises and destructions. They desire to restore the nation's former condition, 

by reducing internal threats existing within the nation. Fascists emphasise historical periods and 

desire to recreate a nation, inspired by the past (Arnstad 2014:122-124).

The party advocates a democratic governance where the people share the supreme public 

power. The party claims that their organisation is built in accordance with democratic values and 

principles. They acknowledge the classic definition of democracy, that is majority rule, common 

and equal suffrage, the rule of law, and individuals right to freedom of speech, press, assembly 

respectively association. To achieve full democratic governance, the Swedish Democrats advocate, 
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just as populists, direct democracy and referendums at national, regional and local levels 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:4-6, 11). The party claims that it's within individual nations that the 

modern democratic governance emerged. When they discuss democracy, they do also discuss the 

concept ''the people''. The simplest definition of democracy is the rule by the people. Who should be

included in the concept people, is a question the Swedish Democrats approach with cautiousness. 

They believe that it's problematic for the state to maintain democracy when the population is 

diverse and don't share a common language and national background. People with a common 

cultural and national identity constitute the basis of a well-functioning and strong democratic 

governance. Every Swedish citizen has an obligation to support the democratically enacted laws. 

The Swedish Democrats argue that their nationalism is fully democratic. They believe strongly that 

nationalism and democracy complete each other. Claiming that democratic governance emerges 

within the independent nations and has the power to positively strengthen the community by 

reducing internal conflicts within the nation (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:6-7, 13). 

The party discusses that the defence system plays the biggest role in protecting the Swedish 

people's right to freedom, democracy and national self-determination. In the principle program, the 

party strongly emphasises the democratic thinking and disregard the non-democratic ideas. In 

schools, the party strongly advocates the children's right to co-determination. The school staff share 

common duties to guide and teach the younger children to adopt and approve of democratic ideas. 

Even within the family, the party advises parents to raise their kids so they accept democratic 

governance and values (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:5, 36, 39). 

In the principle program, it's apparent that the Swedish Democrats, just like populists, 

conservatives and socialists, strongly support democratic governance. The Swedish Democrats and 

the fascist's view of democracy, on the other hand, are not compatible because the party strongly 

rejects anti-democratic ideas and movements. The party claims that they work to combat 

movements that advocate anti-democratic ideas and values (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:5). 

According to Larsson (2006:102-105), fascist movements are recognised for rejecting democratic 

governance because they strongly believe that the people cannot lead the country. The liberal 

democratic governance, on the other hand, is strongly favoured by socialists and conservatives. In 

the principle program respectively election manifesto, it's unclear what the party thinks of 

representative democracy. Instead, the party argues that it's important that Swedish citizens are 

given the opportunity to fully engage politically and use their voices publicly (Sverigedemokraterna

2011:6). In the principle program, the party shares a view of democratic governance that resembles 

the populist view. Just as populists, the Swedish Democrats strongly advocate direct democracy and
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referendums. Populist movements are also known for criticising political elites and institutions. The

representative democratic government consists of corrupt officials and representatives, that put their

own interests before the people's interests (Rydgren 2005:12). In the election manifesto, similar 

features are detected. The Swedish Democrats start the election manifesto by holding current 

political officials accountable for making Sweden an insecure and uncertain country to live in. 

Indirectly, the Swedish Democrats present themselves as a party that cares about the nation and the 

people (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:3). This is also common amongst populist parties, to try and 

persuade the population that they are the people's primary spokespersons (Rydgren 2005:13).

Conservatives are recognised for favouring older times and for rejecting drastic social 

changes. Populists, on the other hand, share similar views and wishes to revert the current time in 

accordance with older times. Conservatives claim that older times are characterised by good 

governance and sound values. Populists claim that back in the old days, people stood united and 

current social and political problems didn't exist to the same extent (Hallengren 2007:12; Farmer 

2006:44-45). In the principle program, the party prefers careful changes based on responsibility and 

precaution (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:4). In the election manifesto, the Swedish Democrats 

portray the older times in Sweden as better times. The party describes the old Sweden as a country 

with low unemployment and a place where people appreciated elderly and disabled persons. A 

country where people weren't frightened to enter open roads and a nation where the Swedish people

were united. Today, they depict Sweden as a deteriorated country to live in. Holding current 

political and parliamentary officials accountable for contributing to these changes and for having 

inaccurate priorities (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:3).

4.3 View of the Nation
The principle program starts with an introduction, where the Swedish Democrats introduce 

themselves as a social conservative party with nationalistic views (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:4). To

express love and gratitude towards the nation is common among conservatives (Harrison & Boyd 

2003:182). In the Swedish Democrats election manifesto, the party expresses in words their 

gratitude and love towards the Swedish nation, culture, traditions and historical achievements 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2014:3). The individual admiration of the nation is described as the 

relationship between two individuals. The party claims, indirectly, that the contemporary people 

repudiate nationalism and do not express their love and appreciation towards their nation. Instead, 

the love towards the nation has been replaced with hatred and ingratitude (Sverigedemokraterna 
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2011:14). To be patriotic is to express love and appreciation towards the nation and its traditions. It 

doesn't necessarily determine if the person in question automatically becomes a populist. Populists, 

for an instance, exclude people in which they perceive as separated from the nation. While patriots 

usually accept coexistence with different nationalities and foreign minorities (Lukacs 2006:72).

The concept nationalism is according to the Swedish Democrats a multi-defined concept that

highlights the nation's right to be free, sovereign and independent from other national entities. There

should also be geographic national borders that clearly separates nations from each other. Firstly, 

the nationalistic ideas constitute an important part of the conservative ideology and the Swedish 

Democrats ideas. Nationalism is an ideology that puts the nation's interests first, affirms the 

society's solidarity and common identity. Secondly, the Swedish Democrats claim that their 

nationalism is anti-racist, democratic and universal. The party abstains from being associated with 

nationalistic views that oppose democratic ideas, instead, they believe that democracy and 

nationalism complete each other, by strengthening the community and reducing internal disputes. 

It's within the nation that democratic principles and ideas have been implemented and realised. 

Therefore, the nation protects and maintains the common national identity and solidarity. The 

party's definition of the nation is described in terms of common language, identity, loyalty and 

culture (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:13). The Swedish Democrats view of the nation resembles 

strongly the populist respectively the conservative perspectives. Populists for an instance, picture a 

nation that consists of an ethnic and homogeneous group. What constitutes a nation is the common 

religion, culture, language and origin. While conservatives describe the nation as an organic unity 

where the people are connected by a common history and ethnic identity (Hallengren 2007:15; 

Heywood 2012:175). The party defines the nation in terms of a common language, culture and 

national identity and not the historical national affiliation (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:15).

The party claims that they advocate an anti-racist nationalism and a national community 

that's open to people with other national backgrounds. They regard the nation as a naturally given 

entity that binds people within the nation together, like the members of a family. According to the 

Swedish Democrats, the nuclear family constitutes the fundamental unit of the nation. They argue 

that political officials responsibility include protecting the family from fragmentation and disruption

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:13-16, 24). Among conservatives, the family constitutes an important 

part in forming the society. The family is regarded as the second natural unit after the nation. 

Children get educated and disciplined by their parents about the nation, common values and morals.

The family constitutes the foundation of a well-functioned and strong nation and society (Harrison 

& Boyd 2003:180-181). In the election manifesto (2014:14), the party strives to provide families 
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with both economic and social security, by increasing paternity benefits and child-care allowances 

respectively providing families with free consulting available in all municipalities.

To exclude various ethnic minorities and groups from the nation is something that 

ultranationalists do. To judge who should and shouldn't be a member of the nation, regardless of 

citizenship, is prevalent among ultranationalists and visible in the Swedish Democrats principle 

program (Arnstad 2014:122-123). If an infant is born and raised in Sweden or adopted by ethnic 

Swedes, she/he should be considered as a member of the Swedish nation. The party claims that even

registered citizens with foreign backgrounds can be included in the Swedish nation but on certain 

conditions. Before the foreign-born citizen can obtain Swedish citizenship, there are certain 

fundamental requirements the party emphasises. Firstly, the foreign born citizen should perceive 

himself/herself as a Swede, speak the official language fluently and live in accordance with the 

Swedish culture. Secondly, they demand foreign-born citizens to extend their knowledge about the 

Swedish culture, history and show respect and loyalty towards the nation. The party argues that 

even the native-born Swede can be excluded from the nation if she/he determines to change their 

culture, identity and language. To be included in the nation and obtain citizenship, the registered 

citizen must show loyalty and respect towards Sweden as a country, common societal norms and 

enacted laws. The party realises that despite a successful integration policy, there will always exist a

group of people that do not regard themselves as Swedes. The party accepts this but only if the 

group is confined and do not violate the Swedish traditions, laws and societal norms 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:15-16).

4.4 View of International Governance
The Swedish Democrats do not share the fascist view of the international platform as a place where 

nations compete for power and domination. Nor the fascist idea that competitions and conflicts 

entail prosperity and human progress (Heywood 2012:204). Instead, the Swedish Democrats view 

of intergovernmental collaborations support the socialist view of international cooperation. 

Socialists believe that cooperation on the international arena brings both reconciliation and stability 

to the world. International cooperation encourages nations to join forces to achieve global equality 

and peace (Goodwin 2014:115-116). In the principle program, the party claims that Sweden should 

maintain and preserve their cooperation and relationship with other peaceful and democratic 

nations. They argue that international cooperations entail both peace respectively stability in the 

world. They favour intergovernmental cooperation because nations combine forces to combat 
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global threats such as external conflicts, international organised criminality and global 

environmental threats. The international arena not only contends global threats, it preserves the 

cultural diversities in the world as well. The party argues that Sweden is part of the Nordic and 

Western global communities. They prefer to maintain their cooperation with other Scandinavian 

countries to extend the Nordic identity because of cultural similarities to other Nordic regions 

(Sverigedemokraterna 2011:18, 43). 

The party defines international cooperation in terms of intergovernmental respectively 

supranational cooperation (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:43). The Swedish Democrats view of 

supranational unions strongly resembles how populists respectively conservatives view 

supranationalism. Both conservatives and populists claim that supranational governments threaten 

the state sovereignty and the national identity. Conservatives claim that international institutions 

and unions exercise power that's stronger than the individual nation. While populists argue that the 

rise of the European Union has resulted in national borders gradually disappearing and nations 

losing their autonomy and sovereignty (Bengtsson 2009:48; Pettersson 2009:61; Leach 2015:64). 

The party doesn't repudiate intergovernmental collaborations with other nations because they 

acknowledge that cooperations form the basis for stability and peace on earth. Instead, the Swedish 

Democrats oppose essentially supranational governments because they threaten the national 

sovereignty and state autonomy. They argue that a supranational union restrains the individual 

nation their right to self-determination. A supranational state poses a threat to democracy and the 

national identities. The international union's control over the nations, limit the people's influence 

over their own country. They claim that supranational unions do not last for very long. The former 

Yugoslavia is one example of a federation that failed at maintaining cohesion, which later had 

destructive outcomes (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:8, 43-44).

In the election manifesto, the party argues that they work to maintain the nation's 

independence, freedom and democratic governance. Therefore, the party strongly opposes 

supranational governments because it's the Swedish people that should determine the faith of their 

own nation. They share a view of Sweden, where the people, in public elections, should possess full

power in forming their own nation. The party requires a new referendum to leave the European 

Union. As long as Sweden remains a member of the union, the party demands lower charges and the

right to maintain the national borders to prevent illegal drugs, weapons, terrorists and human 

traffickers from entering Sweden (Sverigedemokraterna 2014:20). Populists, for an instance, prefer 

that the own nation's people should influence the political agenda. Representatives on the 

international, national, regional respectively local levels don't make people want to participate more
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politically. Therefore, populists use direct democracy as an alternative method to encourage people 

to become more politically activated (Taggart 2000:103-104, 111-112). 

4.5 View of the Economic System
When the Swedish Democrats discuss economic ideal, their main goals include achieving a surplus 

in the state's budget respectively preserving the welfare. The party argues that in order to maintain 

high levels of welfare, it's also necessary to balance the growth with important societal values such 

as the environment, social capital and national sovereignty. The party believes that individual 

property rights are essential for the society's development. To achieve common prosperity, the party 

believes in entrepreneurship respectively enterprises. In order to preserve the prosperity, it's 

important that the government finds a balance. Taxes should not increase to a level where the 

citizens experience economic difficulties nor should taxes decrease to a level where the state cannot 

protect and keep the society together. The Swedish Democrats emphasise a regulated, responsible 

market economy and an economic policy that strengthen and preserve the social capital. The party 

is also positive towards free trade but at the same time, they advocate restrictions regarding imports 

of goods that somehow violates and unnecessarily harms animals (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:30-

31). These particular aspects are similar to the conservative view of property rights, as necessary to 

maintain social order. The Swedish Democrats share a view of the economic system that's quite 

similar to the views populists and conservatives share. For example, right-wing populist parties 

share a more positive view of the free market economy while socialists, left-wing populists and 

conservatives prefer a regulated market economy respectively the state's interference in the 

economy (Heywood 2012: 77; Integrationsverket 2006:17-19). 

In the principle program, the party claims that among social conservative scholars and 

politicians, it's common that they reject the Marxist ideas such as radicalism, view of the human, 

internationalism and their lack of respect towards traditions and property rights. Indirectly, the party

addresses that they reject Marxist ideas and internationalisation. When the party discusses the 

economy, they argue that customs, norms and values strongly influence the economic growth. 

Claiming that large demographic and cultural alterations, influence all aspects of the economic 

system and its ability to create economic growth (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:11, 31). In general, the

ideas that the Swedish Democrats pronounce, give the impression that the party fears 

internationalisation and economic globalisation. According to Heywood, ''Economic globalisation 

is the process through which national economies have, to a greater or lesser extent, been absorbed 
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into a single global economy.'' (Heywood 2012:21). Among populist movements and parties, it's 

common to reject economic globalisation and internationalisation of the economy (Rydgren 

2005:14). The party believes that the conservation of the national currency promotes both political 

respectively economic benefits. The Swedish Democrats recognise that as a part of a global world, 

the Swedish economic policy depends largely on other nations and international cooperations. 

Table 1.2 An Overview

Central
themes and
discussions

The view of
democratic
governance

The view of
the nation

The view of
the economic

system

The view of
international
governance

The Swedish
Democrats 

Immigration, the 
nation 
multiculturalism,
preservation of 
traditions and 
culture, internal 
security, law and
order

The party strongly 
advocates 
democratic 
governance but in 
terms of direct 
democracy and 
referendums on 
the national, 
regional and local 
levels 

The nation is a 
very important 
unity which 
consists of 
people that 
share common 
language, 
traditions, 
culture and 
identity

The party 
shares a 
positive view 
of free trade 
but they 
emphasise a 
regulated 
market 
economy

The party accepts 
intergovernmental
cooperation but 
strongly opposes 
supranational 
unions such as EU
because it 
threatens the 
national identity 
and the national 
sovereignty

* The following table summarises the Swedish Democrats ideas from the principle program (2011) 
respectively the election manifesto (2014).
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5 Conclusion

This study's purpose is achieved because apparent features of all four ideologies are revealed in the 

party's principle program and election manifesto. Populist and conservative ideas are more 

prominent, while socialist and fascist views are less apparent. The party's view of democratic 

governance, the nation, international governance, the economic system respectively their central 

discussions, share closest resemblance to populism and conservatism. The party's central discussion 

revolves around the consequences of immigration. Just as populists, the party shares a pessimistic 

view of immigration, claiming that immigration is a burden rather than a benefit to the society. 

When the party discusses immigration, they highlight the importance of the assimilation process. 

Just as populists and conservatives, the party emphasises the necessity for immigrants to integrate 

into the new nation and society. To be a qualified member of the Swedish society, the party 

demands immigrants to fully assimilate and accept the national values, norms and traditions. 

Therefore, the party claims, just as conservatives, the value of preserving the national culture, 

traditions and norms because they together constitute the foundation of a stable society.  

In the principle program and election manifesto, the party strongly supports democratic 

governance and principles, just as conservatives, socialists and populists. Clear legible sentences 

indicate that the Swedish Democrats oppose anti-democratic principles and work to stop them from 

spreading in Sweden. The party announces that they strive to build a nation based on democratic 

governance, values and principles. Therefore, the party emphasises the importance of the people's 

political involvement and possibility to influence the political agenda. Just as populists, the party 

advocates direct democracy and referendums. To distrust the representative democratic system and 

political elites is common among populist movements and parties. In the two documents, there is no

legible sentence indicating that the party opposes the representative democratic governance but in 

the election manifesto, the party blames political officials for having inaccurate priorities.

In the principle program, the Swedish Democrats discuss repeatedly the importance of 

protecting the Swedish nation. Claiming that the nation protects and preserves democracy, the 

national affinity and belongingness. Just as populists, the party defines the nation as a unity, 

consisting of people that share a common language, culture, religion and identity. There are also 

apparent features of conservative patriotism and ideas in the documents. The party expresses, in 

words, their love and gratitude towards the Swedish nation. Convinced that the common national 

identity and history bind contemporary people together with earlier generations. Besides that, the 

party discusses the requirements of becoming a member of the Swedish nation, which resembles the

fascist ultranationalist perspective. Firstly, in the principle program, the party has a list of demands 
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that both foreign-born and native-born citizens have to adjust to, in order for them to be members of

the nation. To determine who's a qualified member of the nation is something common among 

ultranationalists. Secondly, just as ultranationalists, the party claims that they want to recreate the 

people's home.

Just as socialists, the Swedish Democrats argue that international cooperations contribute 

peace and stability on earth because they encourage nations to combine forces to combat global 

threats and disputes. The party doesn't reject intergovernmental cooperations, instead, they fear the 

rise of supranational unions. The party's view of supranational unions distinguishes largely from the

socialist view. Just as conservatives and populists, the party believes that international unions, such 

as the European Union, threaten chiefly the national sovereignty, autonomy and identity. Claiming 

that supranational unions eventually collapse. At last, regarding the Swedish Democrats view of the 

economic system, unclear statements make it hard to judge whether they support a socialist, 

conservative or a populist view of the economy. The party emphasises a regulated market economy, 

which left-wing populists, conservatives and socialists do as well. However, just as populists, the 

party addresses, indirectly, that they reject economic globalisation. 
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